and changing the variables by u(r) =e-ICPx(x),x= -exp{(I-p)/a} = -exp{(R-r)/a}, we obtain the differential equation
which can be solved by means of the hypergeometric functions.l)~4)
The general solution of Eq. (1· 7) can be expressed in terms of Riemann's P-function:
In order to take a finite value for x = 0 (r~ 00), X (x) must be expressed as (1·10) where F(a, b; eJx) denotes the hypergeometric function. The boundary condition u(r) =e-ICPx(x) =0 at r=O (x= _ella) gives
Since the absolute values of the argument ,-ella of this hypergeometric function are generally large compared with unity, as is seen from below, (1·11) may be transformed, by' use of the relation between hypergeometric functions: for A=27 and for A= 125, which are sufficiently small compared with unity for medium and heavy nuclei. Therefore, . retaining only the first term of the expansion in powel;"S of (-e-lja) of the hypergeometric function, the boundary condition (1·11) can be expressed, In a sufficiently effective approximation, by (1·14)
. Putting,
we have from (1·14) 
where jJ,= (/C+i/C')a, /C 2 +/C'2=V0 2 . For given a=a/R, vo2=2MR2Vo/h2, the lefthand side of (2 ·1) increases monotonically as /C' increases from 0 to Vo.
corresponding to no real solution. Solutions of (2 ·1) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the Is, 2s, 3s and 4s states, respectively, and so on. Table I , compared with those of other calculations and with the experimental data.
)
In this table, Calc. (1), (2), (3) correspond to Fig. 1, 2, 3 
we may assume the radial wave function (3· 2)
where (] is the phase shift, and u± (r) ~e±ikp as r~oo. X± (x) satisfies the differential equation (1· 7) in which" is replaced by =f ik. We can obtain, therefore, the radial wave function with correct asymptotic behavior
If A_ is real (1)4a2v12) , (3·3) may also be written as 
The scattering length a o defined by IS also given by, from (3·5),
where F denotes simply the hypergeometric function given In (3·5). Now, since Thus we obtain as the final expression for the scattering length a o
limF(iv++A_, -iv_+A_; 1+2ikal-e l / a )
The Woods-Saxon ,potential Vo (r), not including the derivative part, reduces to the square-well potential
III the limit a-e>O. It is shown in this section that the results obtained in the preceding sections reduce also to those obtained in the case of the square-well potential (4·1) in this limit.
First, putting 
1('
On account of (4·2), it follows therefore
Equations (4·3) and (4·4) show that in the limit a(=a/R)~O, u(r) coincides with the radial wave function for the square-well potential. For positive energy solutions, using again the relation (1·12), we have from (3·5)
Thus one obtains for the phase shift 0 for a->O
which agrees with the result of the square-well potential.
To obtain the corresponding expression for the scattering length ao, the hypergeomet:ric hmction in (3.5) is again transfo:rmed by (1· 12) into
where and
Then one can easily obtain (4· 6) and
Va where ljl (z) = d log r (z) I dz is the Psi-function. _Further one can get, as before,
From (4·6), (4·7) and (4·8) we have
The scattering length aal R can thus be written from (3·6) and (4·9) as 
